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Abstract13

Downward longwave radiation (DLR) is often assumed to be an independent forc-14

ing on the surface energy budget in analyses of Arctic warming and land-atmosphere in-15

teraction. We use radiative kernels to show that DLR is largely determined by surface16

temperature, except for a small independent component associated with cloud changes.17

We develop a method by which vertically integrated versions of the radiative kernels are18

combined with surface temperature and specific humidity to estimate the surface DLR19

response to greenhouse warming. Through a decomposition of the DLR response, we es-20

timate that changes in surface temperature produce at least 63% of the clear-sky DLR re-21

sponse in greenhouse warming experiments, while the changes associated with clouds ac-22

count for only 11% of the full-sky DLR response. Our results suggests that surface DLR23

is tightly coupled to surface temperature and cannot be considered an independent compo-24

nent of the surface energy budget.25

1 Introduction and Hypothesis26

Research on climate feedbacks aims to disentangle the global climate’s response to a27

particular forcing from the impact of the forcing itself. Studies of climate feedbacks have28

traditionally analyzed model representations of the top of atmosphere (TOA) radiative bud-29

get [Mhyre et al., 2013; Bony et al., 2006]. Much less attention is given to the surface en-30

ergy budget due to large observational uncertainties that obscure the distinction between31

forcing and response [Wild et al., 2013]. Despite these observational uncertainties, anthro-32

pogenic climate forcing will drive important changes to the surface energy budget. For33

example, greenhouse warming experiments feature annual mean DLR increases between34

10 and 40 W m−2 [Stephens et al., 2012]; anomalies of the same order of magnitude were35

observed during the warm Arctic winter of 2015/16 [Kim and Kim, 2017]. It has been36

hypothesized [Woods and Caballero, 2016; Burt et al., 2016] that Arctic warming can be37

caused by large DLR anomalies. Similarly, studies using offline land models often con-38

sider surface DLR as an independent forcing on Earth’s surface energy budget that can39
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drive surface warming. In this study, we will show that changes in DLR - in the Arctic,40

over land, and elsewhere - are primarily due to changes in surface temperature regardless41

of whether the latter are driven by internal variability or external forcing.42

That DLR anomalies are driven primarily by surface temperature can be inferred43

from Figure 1a, which shows the zonal mean of the vertical structure of both the tem-44

perature and specific humidity kernels. Both kernels have their largest values in the low-45

est atmospheric layers. We show only the values below 500 hPa because no large values46

exist above that level in either kernel. Figure 1a strongly suggests that climate perturba-47

tions above the boundary layer have a small impact on surface DLR, while changes near48

the surface are extremely important. The temperature kernel (red colors in Figure 1a) in-49

creases monotonically with increasing pressure, indicating that DLR is most sensitive to50

temperature changes that are closest to the surface. The specific humidity kernel (blue51

contours in Figure 1 a) has values roughly one-third those of the temperature kernel, and52

a local maximum at 925 hPa. The lowest atmospheric level between 975 and 1000 hPa53

emits an additional 1 W m−2 for every degree of warming outside polar regions. Panel54

Figure 1b shows the zonal mean of the vertically integrated kernels, obtained by sum-55

ming each grid box in the vertical column. A feedback of roughly 6 W m−2 is found in56

the tropics, most of it originating below the 850 hPa level; this DLR feedback is nearly57

as large as the Planck feedback in the zonal mean (compare solid black and dashed black58

lines in Figure 1b). The near-blackbody nature of the lower atmosphere suggests a mecha-59

nism that connects surface warming and enhanced DLR.60

Surface temperature and humidity changes are efficiently communicated through-68

out the boundary layer by turbulent energy fluxes; as such, the surface and boundary layer69

temperature respond to forcing in concert and with equal magnitude. Given the lower at-70

mosphere’s large DLR sensitivity illustrated by the radiative kernels, we can infer that tur-71

bulent fluxes of heat and moisture to the boundary layer will induce a large DLR anomaly72

whenever a surface temperature anomaly is present. Therefore, surface temperature anoma-73

lies will generate DLR anomalies; the processes that initiated the surface temperature74
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Figure 1. a) Zonally averaged clear-sky surface radiative kernels for temperature (shading) and specific

humidity (contour interval 0.1 W m−2 K−1) as a function of pressure level from Previdi [2010]. The spe-

cific humidity kernel has been normalized such that values displayed show the radiative response induced

by the water vapor equivalent of a one Kelvin warming under the constant relative humidity assumption. b)

Vertically integrated temperature (red) specific humidity (blue) kernels. Also shown are the sum of the two

kernels (solid black) and the Planck feedback (dashed black). A nearly identical figure for the full-sky kernels

is shown in Figure A.1.
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anomaly - whether internal or forced - are irrelevant. Instead of being considered an inde-75

pendent forcing on the surface, the kernels suggest that DLR is causally linked to surface76

temperature through efficient boundary layer mixing of heat and moisture.77

In Section 2, we present two methods for decomposing clear-sky DLR changes into78

contributions from temperature and specific humidity; both methods use the radiative ker-79

nels. The first method uses both the vertical structure of atmospheric temperature and80

specific humidity; we refer to this as the traditional approach. The second uses only the81

surface values for temperature and specific humidity; we refer to this as the vertically in-82

tegrated approach. We then demonstrate that both methods agree well with climate model83

DLR changes in response to greenhouse forcing in an ensemble of models. In Section 3,84

we quantify the various contributions to surface DLR changes. Section 4 contains a sum-85

mary and discussion of major results.86

2 The preeminence of the boundary layer control on DLR87

A radiative kernel is a matrix that assigns radiative responses to climactic pertur-88

bations. For the temperature kernel, the perturbation is a one degree warming, while for89

the specific humidity kernel, it is the increase in specific humidity associated with a one90

degree warming under the assumption that relative humidity remains constant everywhere91

in the atmosphere (see Soden and Held [2006]; Soden et al. [2008]). To compliment their92

TOA cousins, surface radiative kernels have been developed to quantify the response of93

surface radiation to changes in atmospheric temperature and specific humidity [Previdi,94

2010; Pendergrass et al., 2018]. In this study, we use the clear and full-sky temperature95

and specific humidity kernels from Previdi [2010].96

The traditional approach requires three dimensional climate model output because97

the vertical structure of climate perturbations is of extreme importance to the TOA ra-98

diative response [Hansen et al., 2005]. However, the results shown in Figure 1 suggest99

that only the near surface temperature and specific humidity matter for surface DLR. We100

test this hypothesis in this section by comparing the changes in surface DLR simulated101
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in climate models in response to greenhouse gas forcing to those estimated from (i) the102

radiative kernels using the full 3D temperature and humidity changes, and from (ii) the103

vertically integrated kernels assuming vertically uniform temperature and specific humidity104

changes equal to those at the surface.105

We analyze the change in surface DLR climatology (∆DLR) between two 10-year106

periods (2010-2019 and 2090-2099) of the RCP8.5 global warming scenario in the GFDL-107

CM3 model. The GFDL-CM3 model was chosen at random, though we intentionally did108

not analyze output from the ECHAM5 model because it was used to make the Previdi109

kernels and we wanted to demonstrate the model-independent nature of our hypothesis.110

The Supplementary Information shows similar results to those below for four additional111

models, demonstrating the model-independent nature of our hypothesis.112

We focus, for now, on the changes in clear-sky DLR (∆DLRc) because there are113

no kernels to explicitly estimate the cloud contribution. We quantify the cloud contribu-114

tions to full-sky ∆DLR in Section 3. Figure 2a shows a scatter plot of each model grid115

box’s value for ∆DLRc produced by the traditional kernel method as a function of mod-116

eled ∆DLRc . A linear regression of the temperature component (Eq. A.1) is shown with117

the red dashed line, while an analogous regression of the specific humidity component118

(Eq. A.3) is shown with the green dashed line. The slope of the temperature component119

regression is roughly three times the slope of the specific humidity component regression,120

confirming that the specific humidity component is behaving according to the constant rel-121

ative humidity hypothesis.122

A regression of the total kernel-produced clear-sky ∆DLRc , given by the sum of the123

temperature and specific humidity components, is shown in Figure 2a by the dashed or-124

ange line, and the solid black line indicates one-to-one correspondence. This regression125

and the scatter plot both show a clear under-prediction in DLR change by the traditional126

kernel approach. Shell et al. [2008] have argued that correlations between temperature and127

atmospheric emissivity due to increases in specific humidity could cause the kernel under-128

prediction of ∆DLRc , we show evidence for this hypothesis in Section 3. Despite this129
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Figure 2. Scatter plots of the change in clear-sky DLR (∆DLRc) produced by the (a) traditional and (b) ver-

tically integrated kernels versus the ∆DLRc modeled by GFDL-CM3. The red dashed lines show regressions

of the temperature contributions to ∆DLRc (Eqs. A.1, A.2), while the green dashed lines show regressions of

the relative humidity contributions to ∆DLRc (Eqs. A.3, A.4). The orange dashed lines show the sum of the

two regressions, while the solid black line is the 1:1 line. The variance explained by each method is shown in

the bottom right corner of the plot.
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under-prediction, the traditional kernel method explains an impressive 94% of the clear-130

sky DLR variance in GFDL-CM3; we found similar values in two other climate models131

(see Supplementary Information).132

The vertical structure of the radiative kernels suggests that only changes in atmo-139

spheric temperature and specific humidity at the surface are relevant to surface DLR. To140

test this hypothesis, we sum the kernel values for the entire atmospheric column over a141

particular grid box to generate the vertically integrated kernels. The resultant vertically in-142

tegrated kernels are equal to the change in DLR resulting from atmospheric changes that143

are vertically invariant and equal to the changes at the surface. We assume that the atmo-144

spheric perturbations penetrate through the entire atmosphere, but the supplementary infor-145

mation shows that our results are largely insensitive to the upper integration limit on the146
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vertically integrated kernels, as long as this limit is above the boundary layer. After the147

integration, we perform the same convolutions from the traditional approach but use the148

vertically integrated kernels and surface GFDL-CM3 output for temperature and specific149

humidity.150

Figure 2b shows how faithfully the vertically integrated kernels reproduce surface151

∆DLRc in GFDL-CM3, along with the same three linear regressions from Figure 2a.152

The vertically integrated approach explains 84% of the clear-sky ∆DLRc variance; simi-153

lar results are obtained using output from four other climate models (see Supplementary154

Information). While the vertically integrated method generally under-predicts ∆DLRc ,155

there are some notable over-predictions. These are mainly in the high northern latitudes,156

where changes in surface temperature are greater than changes in boundary layer temper-157

ature due to the near-surface inversion. The polar inversion is known to flip the sign of158

the lapse rate feedback [Feldl and Roe, 2013], so the surface warming in polar regions159

is greater than the warming averaged throughout the boundary layer. Our vertically inte-160

grated approach neglects this, and thus slightly over-predicts ∆DLRc in the Arctic. Still,161

the agreement between the two scatter plots in Figure 2 validates our hypothesis that most162

of the changes in DLR are a response to the surface warming and moistening, and not163

vice versa. The supplementary information shows a map of the difference between the ver-164

tically integrated and traditional method’s prediction of ∆DLRc that demonstrates their165

similarity.166

3 Sources of DLR change in response to greenhouse warming167

We now quantify the influence of surface temperature on ∆DLRc in an ensemble168

of climate models (for ensemble members, see Supplementary Information). Figures 3a169

and b show maps of clear-sky and full-sky ∆DLR averaged over our five member ensem-170

ble. Both maps show large changes between the two periods with maximum values in the171

Arctic of over 40 W m−2.172
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Figure 3. Changes to surface DLR in the five model ensemble mean, along with various contributions.

Panels (a) and (b) show changes in clear and full-sky DLR respectively. Panel (c) shows the change in clear-

sky DLR (∆DLRc) obtained from the vertically integrated kernel method. Panel (d) shows the DLR changes

due to the change in cloud properties (see Appendix for explanation). Panel (e) shows the difference in

∆DLRc estimated using the vertically integrated kernels and that simulated by the model: panel (a) minus

(b). Panel (f) shows the difference in ∆DLRc estimated using the traditional kernels and that simulated by the

model.
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Figure 3c shows ∆DLRc produced using the surface changes in temperature and spe-180

cific humidity along with the vertically integrated kernels; it has a similar spatial pattern181

to the map of ensemble mean ∆DLRc shown in Figure 3a. While our formulation of the182

specific humidity component (see Eq. A.4) relies on surface specific humidity and sur-183

face temperature model output, we combine the two components in Figure 3c and ascribe184

the surface specific humidity increases to surface warming. Under the fixed relative hu-185

midity assumption, changes in specific humidity are purely “thermodynamic" and can be186

attributed to temperature changes [Held and Soden, 2006; Held and Shell, 2012]. Using187

temperature changes and the fixed relative humidity assumption to predict the evolution of188

surface specific humidity introduces a globally averaged difference of 0.92 W m−2 in the189

results from Figure 3c (see Supplementary Information). Therefore, we assume that sur-190

face temperature drives both components; combined they account for 63% of the ∆DLRc191

signal in the global average.192

Figure 3e shows the error in the vertically integrated approach given by subtracting193

Figure 3b from Figure 3a. The error has a strong meridional structure, with the largest194

under-predictions in the tropics, where Pendergrass et al. [2018] also found the largest er-195

rors in surface longwave radiation in their kernel-based study. This is likely due to the196

correlation between specific humidity and temperature changes that is largest in the hottest,197

most humid regions. If so, it may be safe to assume that the residual term in Figure 3e198

should be combined with the surface temperature and specific humidity components, but199

we will refrain from doing so here. Whatever the source of error, it does not stem from200

neglecting the vertical structure of the radiative perturbations, as the error structure for the201

traditional method shown in Figure 3f is almost identical to Figure 3e, with the exception202

of the vertically integrated method’s over-prediction associated with polar surface inver-203

sions.204

Figure 3d shows the cloud component of surface full-sky ∆DLR, obtained by taking205

the difference between the full and clear-sky ∆DLR model output and removing the ef-206

fect of cloud masking using the full-sky kernels (see Appendix A). The cloud component207
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is negative everywhere except in the high latitudes where clouds increase DLR slightly.208

These results agree broadly with the cloud impacts on DLR described in Colman [2015],209

but importantly for our driving question, the magnitude of cloud-induced ∆DLR is much210

smaller than the ∆DLR driven by surface temperature. In the global average, the magni-211

tude of the cloud component is roughly 11% of the full sky ∆DLR, indicating that clouds212

play a relatively minor role in the DLR response to greenhouse warming.213

4 Conclusions214

In summary, we have presented the surface DLR kernels from Previdi [2010] and215

argued that surface temperature is the most important quantity for predicting DLR. Calcu-216

lations show that 84% of the variance in ∆DLRc can be explained using only surface tem-217

perature, surface specific humidity, and the vertically integrated kernels. The traditional218

kernel approach explains 94% of the variance. Hence, very little information on ∆DLRc219

is provided by the vertical structure of climate and radiative perturbations. While the ker-220

nels reproduce the modeled ∆DLRc fairly accurately, both approaches have a systemic221

under-prediction likely due to the correlation between temperature and specific humidity.222

Despite this under-prediction, we attribute more than 60% of the predicted ∆DLRc in our223

five model ensemble to changes in surface temperature under the assumption of fixed rela-224

tive humidity. The cloud changes account for only 11% of the full-sky ∆DLR.225

An increase in surface temperature both warms and moistens the boundary layer226

through fast acting turbulent energy fluxes, so a surface warming will always be associated227

with a positive DLR anomaly. This constitutes a feedback between Earth’s surface and the228

atmosphere that is not accounted for in “offline" experiments using land surface or sea ice229

model simulations that decouple DLR from surface temperature. In particular, offline or230

“land-only" simulations have been used to create soil moisture data proxies [e.g., Zhao and231

Dirmeyer, 2003; Rodell et al., 2004] and to investigate the impacts of land use change on232

the global climate [Lawrence et al., 2016].233
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While cloud changes can be considered independent of surface temperature, these234

changes constitute a relatively small fraction of the total ∆DLR predicted by CMIP5 mod-235

els. Therefore, a more accurate “offline" surface forcing would include the impacts of236

clouds while accounting for the influence of surface temperature on DLR. While we are237

not ruling out the possibility that atmospheric energy convergence events may drive sur-238

face temperature anomalies, events taking place above the boundary layer will have weak239

impacts on the surface energy budget compared to equivalent temperature and humidity240

anomalies within the boundary layer.241

In conclusion, we stress that DLR and surface temperature anomalies are tightly242

coupled. Studies using uncoupled land and sea ice models frequently consider DLR an243

independent component of the surface energy budget, which fails to account for the in-244

fluence of surface temperature on DLR highlighted in this paper. The assumption that245

DLR is an independent forcing on the surface is particularly prevalent in studies of land-246

atmosphere interaction and arctic climate, where surface temperature anomalies are fre-247

quently ascribed to enhancements in DLR. Instead, we argue that surface temperature248

anomalies will always be associated with DLR anomalies through efficient boundary layer249

mixing, and that surface temperature can exert a large influence on DLR through a strong250

lower atmosphere feedback. Any argument that DLR is driving surface temperature must251

carefully consider the origin of both anomalies, along with the certainty that a large por-252

tion of DLR anomalies are a response to surface warming.253

A: Appendix A: Kernel Equations254

The clear-sky surface kernels used in this analysis are adopted from Previdi [2010].255

For the traditional method, we simply multiplied changes in the model output at each lo-256

cation (x,y,p) with it’s corresponding kernel value. For the vertically integrated method,257

we assumed that the vertical profile of changes in temperature and specific humidity were258

equal to the changes modeled at the surface. The surface radiative kernels have their largest259

weighting in the boundary layer, so the vertically integrated method yields results that are260
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relatively insensitive to the level through which the surface perturbations are assumed to261

penetrate (see Supplementary Information). We chose to sum the entire column but any262

upper integration limit above the boundary layer (850 hPa) gives a very similar answer.263

In the traditional method, the temperature component (∆DLRT ) at each grid box is264

given by265

∆DLRT =
∑
k

KT
k ∆Tk . (A.1)

The subscript k represents vertical pressure levels, and KT
k
indicates the temperature ker-266

nel value at the pressure level k. In the vertically integrated method, the temperature com-267

ponent is given by:268

∆DLRT = ∆Ts

∑
k

KT
k . (A.2)

Here, the subscript s represents a surface value.269

Rather than a simple difference in specific humidity, the water vapor component in270

both methods is multiplied by the difference in ln q. In the traditional method, the specific271

humidity component (∆DLRq) at each grid box is given by:272

∆DLRq =
∑
k

Kq
k
∆ ln qk . (A.3)

Similar to Eq. A.1, Kq
k
is the specific humidity kernel value at pressure level k. In the273

vertically integrated method, the surface specific humidity component is given by:274

∆DLRq = ∆ ln qs
∑
k

Kq
k
. (A.4)

To isolate the cloud component we define two separate impacts of clouds on sur-283

face DLR. First, clouds are nearly perfect blackbodies in the longwave, so an increase in284

cloud cover (particularly at lower atmospheric levels) should have a positive impact on285

DLR; this is the cloud impact we would like to isolate. However, because clouds act as286

nearly perfect black bodies, they also mask the temperature and humidity changes that287

occur above them. These masking effects are reflected in the different structures of the288

full-sky and clear-sky radiative kernels. To remove the effect of masking and thus prop-289

erly estimate the true cloud component associated with changes in full-sky DLR, we start290
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Figure A.1. a) Zonally averaged full-sky surface radiative kernels for temperature (shading) and specific

humidity (contour interval 0.05 W m−2 K−1) as a function of pressure level from Previdi [2010]. The specific

humidity kernel has been normalized such that values displayed show the radiative change induced by the wa-

ter vapor equivalent of a one Kelvin warming under the constant relative humidity assumption. b) Differences

between full and clear-sky kernels (bracketed terms in Eq. A.5). Colors show the difference between the two

temperature kernels, contours show the difference between the two specific humidity kernels. The contour

interval for the specific humidity kernel is now 0.05 W
m2K

, also note the color bar change for the temperature

kernel.
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by subtracting the full-sky DLR from the clear-sky DLR and define this difference at ∆C291

which includes both blackbody and masking impacts. Next, we use the full-sky and clear-292

sky kernels combined with the three-dimensional temperature and humidity fields to re-293

move the effect of masking as follows:294

∆C = ∆C −
∑
k

[
KT,c
k

− KT, f
k

]
∆Tk −

∑
k

[
Kq,c
k

− Kq, f
k

]
∆ ln qk . (A.5)

The c and f superscripts denote the clear and full-sky kernels respectively. Figure A.1295

shows the full-sky version of the kernels used in Eq. A.5 along with the difference be-296

tween the full and clear-sky kernels. Small though these differences are, they contribute to297

masking effects of clouds that we neglect in our assessment of the cloud contribution to298

full-sky ∆DLR.299
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Verification that our results are model independent

We used surface output from five climate models in this analysis; they are listed in

Table 1. Three dimensional data ‘ta’ and ‘hus’ were used for three models (noted in Table

1), while surface fields ‘tas’ and ‘huss’ were used from all five. In addition, ‘rlds’ and

‘rldscs’ were used for incident surface DLR for each model.

To illustrate the model-independent nature of the kernels, Figure 1 shows scatter plots

analogous to Figure 2a of the main paper for two additional models; Figure 2 shows scat-

ter plots analogous to Figure 2b of the main paper for four additional models. While some

different patterns are distinguishable and the overall amount of variance in the clear-sky

surface DLR response (∆DLRc) explained by the two approaches varies somewhat from

model to model, the choice of model does not dramatically alter the ability of the kernels

to reproduce ∆DLRc in either method.
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Impact of upper integration limit We integrated the kernel over the entire column,

but changing the integration limit makes little difference to the final results. Figure 3

shows zonal mean fraction of ∆DLRc that results from a partial-column integration rel-

ative to the ∆DLRc obtained from the full-column integration. Mathematically, this is

given by:

∆DLRi

∆DLRtot

=
∆Ts

∑i
k K

T
k + ∆ ln(qs)

∑i
k K

q
k

∆Ts
∑kmax

k KT
k + ∆ ln(qs)

∑kmax
k Kq

k

(1)

Here i represents the level to which we carry out our integration, while kmax is the upper

limit of the kernels. We perform this calculation for each possible upper integration limit

(i) from 975 hPa to 500 hPa and show the zonal mean of Eq. 1 in Figure 3. Using an

upper integration of 850 hPa gives 74% of the full-column integration in the global av-

erage, indicating that the boundary layer is indeed the dominant contributor to ∆DLRc

changes.

Impact of the constant relative humidity hypothesis If we use the relative humid-

ity hypothesis with the vertically integrated kernel method, we can generate a prediction

for ∆DLRc without using model predicted changes in specific humidity (see Figure 4a).

This method generates larger values for ∆DLRc over land than the method using model

projections of specific humidity (see Figure 4b). This is consistent with decreases in

relative humidity over land that are projected in the CMIP5 ensemble. The differences

between the two maps are small compared to the mean changes in ∆DLRc (note change in

color bar between Figures 3a and b); in the global mean, the relative humidity prediction

of ∆DLRc is 0.92 W
m2 greater than the specific humidity prediction of ∆DLRc.

Differences between the traditional and vertically integrated methods We

have noted the difference between the vertically integrated and the traditional approach
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throughout the paper. In Figure 5a, we show the traditional approach’s prediction of

∆DLRc, along with the difference between the two approaches (Figure 3b in main paper

minus Figure 5a below). The differences between the approaches are not large relative

to the mean values of ∆DLRc (note the change in color bar). The differences are most

pronounced in the Arctic, where we have noted that the polar inversion generates over-

predictions in the vertically integrated method.
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Table 1. A description of our model ensemble and how each model was used.

Model name Institution Kernel method used

CNRM Centre National de Recherches Mtorologiques Both

MIROC5 The University of Tokyo Center for Climate System Research Both

GFDL-CM3 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Both

NorESM1-M Norweigan Climate Centre Vertically integrated only

HadGEM2-ES United Kingdom Met Office Hadley Center Vertically integrated only

CNRM MIROC5
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Figure 1. Same as Figure 2, the scatter plots show the traditional kernel method using

the full 3D fields combined with clear sky surface ∆DLR from CNRM and MIROC5.
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 2, the scatter plots show the vertically integrated ker-

nel method using surface fields and clear sky surface ∆DLR from CNRM, MIROC5,

NorESM1-M, and HadGEM2-ES.
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�DLRi

�DLRtot

Eq. 25N 50N 75N25S50S75S
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Figure 3. Zonal mean fraction of ∆DLRc that results from a partial-column integration

relative to the ∆DLRc obtained from the full-column integration. Each line represents a

different upper integration limit.
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a)
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Figure 4. a) Sum of temperature and humidity components obtained from the vertically

integrated kernel method (Compare to Figure 3b in main text). In this version, the surface

temperature model output was combined with the constant relative humidity hypothesis

to generate the specific humidity component. b) The difference between the two methods

(Figure 3a minus Figure 3b from main paper).
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Figure 5. a) The sum of temperature and specific humidity components obtained from

the traditional kernel method. b) The difference between the vertically integrated and

traditional methods (Figure 3b from main paper minus Figure 5a above).
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